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Abstract 
In pursuit of GPCR characterization, our lab chose to work with a model 
organism Halobacterium salinarum (H sal). This organism contains the bacterioopsin 
gene (bop), which encodes the protein precursor of the purple membrane protein 
bacterioopsin (Bop). The bacterioopsin gene (bop) was chosen as the reporter for the 
study. The putative stem-loop structure within the bop gene is considered to be a key 
component of the molecular machinery that regulates Bop synthesis. Previous work in 
our lab has indicated that single base pair disruptions dramatically reduced stem-loop 
stability (differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), circular dichroism (CD) and ultraviolet 
(UV) spectroscopy analysis). The work presented here evaluated the influence of 
cooperative base pairing on stem-loop stabilization (Mfold algorithm predictions) and 
the relationship between stem-loop stability and bR production in-vivo. The approach 
involved subcloning mutant oligomers into a vector designated as pENDS and 
subsequently cloning the product into an expression vector designated as pHex. The 
pHex vector was then expressed in Il.sal. In order to check the validity of the cloning, the 
vector was transformed back into E.coli and the plasmid DNA was extracted and 
sequenced.Results of this preliminary mutational study of the 5' bop gene stem-loop 
structure indicated that the stem-loop is indeed present in-vivo in Hsal. Further the study 
mdicated that an increase in the stability of the stem-loop decreases the production ofbR 
significantly, and the decrease in the stability of the stem-loop also decreases the 
production of bR. The decrease in stability was not directly proportional to the increase in 
predicted 6-G value. However, the increase in stability was directly proportional to the 
decrease in the predicted 6-G value. This work has found a correlation between the stem- 
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loop structural stability and bR accumulation, thereby demonstrating that molecular 
machinery responsible for the production of bR in Hsal is highly optimized. More 
quantitative methods like mRNA analysis can be used to further establish these findings. 
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Introduction 
G-Protein Coupled Receptors (GPCR) comprise the single largest category of 
sensory receptors. The role of GPCR in relation to normal cellular function has been well 
established(}). At least 1000 subtypes of these receptors have been identified and the 
function of at least 200 of these receptors is already known. Defective signaling related to 
a GPCR can lead to diseases like congestive heart failure, schizophrenia, high blood­ 
pressure, allergic reactions, stroke, cognitive disorders, and blindness (2, 3). Nearly 60 
percent of all prescribed drugs target GPCR either directly or indirectly and account for 
nearly 200 billion US dollars in sales per year ( 4). However our understanding of GPCR 
receptors is limited because of the lack of knowledge about the structure and structural 
changes that are related to receptor activation. 
GPCRs are extremely sensitive and hence are produced by individual cells at 
extremely low levels so as to not overwhelm all the other cellular functions(5). However 
this low abundance ofreceptor species in cells is a major obstacle for scientific analysis 
of their mechanisms of action. Numerous laboratories have been trying to obtain receptor 
(GPCR etc) in quantities required for their purification and physical analysis ( 6, 7). The 
visual pigment bovine rhodopsin (8-11) and the �2 adrenergic receptor (12) are amongst 
the few GPCR whose structures are known at the atomic level. Characterization of most 
GPCR structures have therefore relied on sequence homology alignments ( 13, 14), 
predictive secondary structural algorithms (15) and mutagenesis (16-19). Hence a 
logical approach would be to exploit a system that produces the receptor in the required 
quantities and to use methods such as genetic engineering on these systems in order to 
understand the structure and functionality of the receptor. In pursuit of this strategy my 
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work in our laboratory would like to exploit the molecular machinery of a relatively new 
expression system H.salinarum (H.sa/), which is responsible for naturally producing 
membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR). 
Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) 
bR shares structural similarities with GPCR because of its seven transmembrane 
motif (Figure 1 ). Proteomic and genomic analyses of the GPCR indicate a presence of an 
intracellular carboxyl-terminus (C-terminus) (14), an extracellular amino-terminus (N- 
terminus) and a seven alpha-helical transmembrane spanning domains (7TM). The 
secondary structure of bR is predicted to be similar to that of GPCR.( 13) 
·Figure 1: The seven transmembrane structure ofbR (20). The transmembrane 
helices are shown in red. The outside of the cell is at the bottom and inside of the cell 
is at the top. 
bR is the sole membrane protein produced by the bacterio-opsin gene (bop) (21). 
Bacteriorhodopsin is a 26 kilo dalton (kDa) transmembrane protein that acts as a light- 
driven proton pump, converting light energy into a proton gradient. bR is the simplest 
known light driven proton pump (22). Under low nutrient, high light, and decreased 
1 1  
oxygen conditions, the host organism, Halobacterium salinarum, uses this proton pump 
to support its energy requirement. bR is induced by more than 50 fold under low-oxygen 
conditions (23, 24). bR is a single polypeptide (bacterio-opsin, Bop) of248 amino acids. 
These amino acids are arranged in seven alpha-helical transmembrane spanning domains. 
These helices in-tum enclose a retinal chromophore linked via a protonated Schiff base to 
residue Lys216 of the seventh transmembrane helix of the bacterio-opsin (25). The 
retinal, upon absorption of a photon, undergoes isomerization from the all-trans to the 13 
cis configuration (26) (Figure I). The retinal chromophore and the 248 amino acids are in 
a 1 : 1  assembly (27). The chromophoric properties of the retinal cause the H salinarum 
culture to be intensely purple in color and thereby provide a visual assay of expression 
(28). bR is expressed at 15-30 mg per liter of culture, which is considered as an 
extraordinary level of membrane protein production (29). These levels ofbR 
accumulation makes one believe that the molecular machinery ofbR production has been 
highly optimized. In lieu of the above factors, I hypothesize that the bacterio-opsin gene 
structure has been highly optimized to achieve maximal levels of bR accumulation. 
Halobacterium salinarum 
The archaeon Halobacterium salinarum is an extremely halophilic and rod shaped 
archaea found in evaporating salt ponds. Archaea is a phylogenetically distinct group of 
prokaryotic organisms. Archaea is as distantly related to humans as they are with other 
bacteria (30). In Archaera, the Shine Dalgamo sequence is upstream of the initiation 
codon, and it has a leaderless mRNA. Hisalinarum expresses extremely high amounts of 
bR under intense light and/or anaerobic conditions. bR occupies 80 percent of the cell 
membrane in Il.sal and can be purified to yield up to 15-30 milligrams per liter of cell 
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culture (28, 31). Further, bR accumulation is low under aerobic conditions. However 
Hsalinarum'e viability is independent ofbR accumulation, and hence the cell membrane 
may be made available to express non native receptor proteins (32). As mentioned above, 
bR is a structural homologue of GPCR. Hence it was logical for me to exploit 
Hsalinarum in order to study the over expression of bR. There are some notable 
differences between bR and GPCR. For example, bR has smaller N and Carboxy terminii 
compared to GPCR (33). However understanding the molecular mechanism for the 
expression of the bacterio-opsin (bop) gene should be useful for determining what factors 
influence the high production ofbR in Hsal. This knowledge can be later extrapolated to 
the GPCR machinery and/or might be useful for in vitro production of other homologous 
mammalian GPCR membrane proteins. 
Hsal is considered ideal for this study. First, Hsal can be manipulated similarly 
to E.coli (28, 31). Second, all the vectors for gene transfer of bR and GPCR have been 
previously developed in Hsal (34). Third, Hsal does not have G-protein signal 
transduction components and hence an over expression or no expression of transgenic 
GPCR might not affect the cellular physiology and viability of the organism. Further, 
being a member of archaea, Hsal has both prokaryotic and eukaryotic traits and hence an 
understanding of this organism might facilitate the expression of protein from both the 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic domains (35, 36). 
The bop gene 
The bacterio-opsin gene (bop gene) consists of832 base pairs (bp). The bop gene 
has been sequenced. Its transcriptional promoter, putative regulatory factor binding sites 
and transcription termination sites have been previously identified (29, 37, 38). It is also 
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well understood that there is dedicated molecular machinery for insertion of the bR into 
the cell membrane. The first 1 1  bop amino acids function as a signal sequence thereby 
coupling bR to the cell membrane (39). 
U A u u 
---\ u SD G 
c-c 
s-e 
5' U.A 3' 
... 
AUG t :1 
A 
... 
G-CA GUG GAG eeo OUAUCO CAO occ a..o A.UC aee-. ... ·-----------c:teocc OCOACCAGC GAl UGl,.-----UUUU 
1 I SD#2 I •788 •8ll 
TI 
Figure 2a: The bacterio-opsin gene, the 832 bp mRNA. The stem loop region is shown 
with the corresponding nucleotides within the stem loop. The AUG and the SD#l and the 
SD#2 are shown in the figure. 
5' 3' 
TACCATACTGATTGGG-·····/AGTTACA······�f • b_o_p _ g_e_1_1e __ � 
-SO 
UAS 
-40 -30 
TATA 
+I 
Figure 2b: The bop gene. Upstream activator site (UAS) and a TATA box are present 
towards the 5' end of the bop gene. (38) 
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The 5' end of the bop gene was the major focus for my study. This 5' end has a 
putative stem and a loop structure (called the stem-loop). The stem-loop is formed by 
twenty five bases of the bop mRNA and consists of an intramolecular anti parallel duplex 
(stem) and has a certain number of unpaired nucleotides (loop). The GC triple bonds, the 
AT double bonding, along with the hydrogen bonds (in mutants like AlOC) should 
stabilize this stem-loop region of the bop gene. The stem loop has 2 Shine Dalgarno (SD) 
sites and a start codon (AUG). The UAS is observed around 35 bp upstream of the AUG, 
and the TAT is observed at 830 bp downstream of AUG. 
Further, using twenty five synthetic oligonucleotides 
(GCATGTTGGAGTTATTGCCAACAGC), representing the wild type stem-loop 
structure, our lab (Maged Darwish, Mike Arent, Coz Antonaci unpublished) previously 
established the presence of a putative stem loop structure. Ultraviolet spectroscopic 
studies involving the Tm of these twenty five nucleotides showed the presence of a 
hyperchromic transition. Hyperchromic transition is the increase in UV light caused by 
the breakage in bonds between the nucleotides of the stem region of the stem-loop. The 
Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy studies on the twenty five nucleotides indicated that 
this hyperchromic transition involves a loss of helical character. The Differential 
Scanning Calorimetry indicated that there is indeed a thermodynamic fingerprint defined 
in terms of L',.G, L',.S, and L',.H. Hence the next logical question was to understand the 
interaction between the nucleotides of the 5' bop gene stem loop sequence and their role 
in determining stability, structure, and function. 
The stability of this stem loop is considered to be a major factor for bR 
production. Further the role of the two SD in bR accumulation was previously unclear. 
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Hence one of the major objectives ofmy study was to understand how the nucleic acid 
sequences in the stem loop region of the 5' end of the bop gene coding region affects bR 
accumulation. 
The factors which affect the bR accumulation in Hsal can be broadly categorized 
into 2 types as follows ( 40): 
a. Trans-acting "determinants": The trans-acting determinants can be considered 
as external factors (like light and oxygen). For example intense light and/or a decrease in 
oxygen have a direct effect on the amount of bop messenger RNA (mRNA) (27). Trans­ 
acting determinants also include factors which are not part of the bop gene nucleic acid 
sequence. There are two purine rich regions at the 5' end of the gene which are referred 
(Figure 2) to as Shine-Dalgamo (SD) sites. Complementary to this SD region is the anti­ 
shine dalgamo site (aSD), a highly conserved pyrimidine rich region at the 3' end of all 
16S ribosomal RNAs (41, 42). The SD sites in eubacterial organisms recruit ribosomes 
(via their component 16S ribosomal RNA) to mRNA to initiate translation ofmRNA 
(43). Hence the aSD sequence on the 16S rRNA may also be a trans-acting determinant 
of bop gene expression i.e aSD on the 16s rRNA is an external factor for bR 
accumulation. 
b. Cis-acting "determinants": Cis-acting determinants are factors that are an 
integral part of the bop gene nucleic acid sequence. The mRNA of the bop gene starts just 
two nucleotides upstream of the first translation initiation codon (methionine) (44), 
because of this, all the cis-acting determinants in the bop mRNA are located downstream 
of the initiation codon. The bop gene has two putative SD sites. The first SD (SD#!) site 
is located in the loop region of the putative secondary structural element (stem-loop) and 
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the second SD (SD#2) is located immediately downstream of the stem-loop (Figure 2). 
The two putative SD sites follow the AUG (start codon), which is quite intriguing for a 
prokaryotic translational mechanism, since the canonical translational initiation 
mechanisms invoke ribosome binding upstream of the AUG. This type of molecular 
mechanism where the ribosome binds upstream to the AUG site is a rare architecture in 
eukaryotes and prokaryotes (including archaea) ( 45). The 5' stem-loop structure and the 
bop gene SD sites are cis-acting determinants of expression, and I hypothesize that their 
rare architecture accounts for the unusually high levels of bop protein. 
My objectives specifically focused on the Cis acting determinants of the bop 
gene. The roles of both the cis-acting and trans-acting determinants are still hypothetical 
because the determinants discussed above have not been confirmed experimentally. 
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My specific aims were 
1 .  To determine if the putative stem loop structure exists in-vivo. 
2. To understand the 5' end of the bop gene stem-loop sequence in terms of its 
stability, structure, and function. 
a. the role of the nucleotide interactions m the stem loop ( cis-acting 
determinants) 
b. M-fold analysis to supplement the in-vitro studies 
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Mutants: 
The stem loop consists of twenty five nucleotides. The stem loop starts at two 
nucleotides upstream of ATG. The twenty five nucleotides of the stem loop sequence are 
GCATGTTGGAGTTATTGCCAACAGC. Different mutational sites were chosen in 
order to evaluate nucleotide interactions in the stem-loop and SD regions. The mutants 
were designed at the DNA level so that the corresponding transcribed mRNA could be 
studied in-vivo. Mutants are depicted in Figures 3a and 3b and the predicted secondary 
structure of these mutants are depicted in Annexure II. 
(a) Wild type oligomer is used to establish baseline values to which the other 
mutant oligomers are compared. (b) C2A is a mutant oligomer where the Cytosine (C) at 
the second location is mutated to an Adenosine (A). The Mfold algorithm (explained 
below) predicts the structure of this mutant to be similar to one of the probable two 
structures of the wild type. ( c) T6C is a mutant oligomer where the Thymine (T) at the 
sixth location is mutated to Cytosine (C). This mutant is expected to destabilize the stem 
loop region. (d) GSA is a mutant oligomer where the Guanine (G) at the eighth location is 
mutated to Adenosine (A). This mutation is expected to create a mismatch in the stem 
portion of the 5' end of the bop gene and thereby decrease the stability of the stem-loop. 
(e) AIOC is a mutant oligomer where the Adenosine (A) is replaced with Cytosine(C) at 
the tenth location in the stem loop. This mutant is expected to increase the stability of the 
stem loop. Mfold analysis predicts that the t,.G value of Al OC is significantly lower than 
the other mutants. A IOC creates an additional C-G base pairing in the loop region and 
thereby is expected to stabilize the stem-loop structure of the bop gene. The mutant 
oligomer AIOC also perturbs the SD site. (f) Gl IA is a mutant where the Guanine (G) is 
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mutated to Adenosine (A) at the eleventh location. This structure perturbs the SD site and 
also causes the destabilization of the stem· loop structure. (g) G 1 1  C  is a mutant where the 
Guanine (G) is mutated to Cytosine (C) at the eleventh location. This mutant perturbs the 
SD structure and also causes the destabilization of the stem loop structure. This mutant 
can be compared with G 1 lA to better understand the importance of specific nucleotide 
interactions. This mutant also changes the translated amino acid from Glutamate to 
Alanine. Though both Glutamate and alanine are acidic amino acids, the difference in the 
number of carbons might have an effect on the bR (h) Al4G is a mutant with Adenosine 
(A) at the fourteenth location mutated to Guanine (G). This mutant acts as a control 
because it does not effect the SD site and it does not effect the base pairing in the stem­ 
loop region (i) T6C: GSC is called a double mutant (DM) because it has mutations in two 
locations: the first mutation is in the sixth location where an Thymine (T) is mutated to 
Cytosine (C) and the second mutation is at the eighth location where Guanine (G) is 
mutated to Cytosine (C). This mutation is expected to destabilize the stem-loop structure, 
because of the decrease in the base pairing. Mfold analysis predicts the increase in the 
t.G for this mutant. This mutant will help understand the effect of a double 
destabilization versus a single destabilization. G) T6C:G8C:A20C is termed as a triple 
mutant (TM) because it has mutations in three locations: the Thymine (T) at sixth 
location is mutated to Cytosine (C), the Guanine (G) at the eighth location is mutated to 
Cytosine (C) and the Adenosine (A) at the twentieth location is mutated to Cytosine (C). 
This mutation will help understand the effect of a triple destabilization versus a single or 
a double destabilization. 
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The sequences for all mutants are given below. 
WT VII 
·rTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGG!ACTGTTGCATGTTGGAGTTATTGCC 
AACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
WT XXXI 
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGTTGGAGTTATTGCC 
AACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
M2 C2A 
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGaATGTTGGAGTTATfGCCA 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
M6 T6C 
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGcTGGAGTTATTGCC 
AACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
M8 GSA 
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGTTaGAGTT ATTGCCA 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
M I O  A I O C  
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGTTGGcGTTATTGCCA 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
M l l  G l l A  
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGTTGGAaTTATTGCCA 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
M l l  G 1 1 C  
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGTTGGAcTTATTGCCA 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
M 1 4  A l 4 G  
TT  ACACACAGATCTTCGTT AGGTACTGTTGCATGTTGGAGTTgTTGCCA 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
DM T6C:G8C 
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGcTaGAGTTATTGCCA 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
TM T6C:G8C:A20C 
TTACACACAGATCTTCGTTAGGTACTGTTGCATGcTaGAGTTATTGCCc 
ACAGCAGTGGATATCGTATCGC 
2 1  
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Figure 3a: Stem loop mutants - Wild type (WT), G 1 lA, G 11  C, C2A and T6C. 
T A T A T G�A T A T A T A 
T T T T T T T T T T T T 
G T G T G T G T G T G  T  
A  G  A,C G A G A G A G A G 
GC GC GC GC GC GC 
GC GC GC G,AC c-scc G,cc 
TA TA TA TA TA TC�A 
TA TA TA TA T,CA T7CA 
GC GC GC GC GC GC 
TA TA TA TA TA TA 
A A A A A A 
CG CG CG CG CG CG 
GC GC GC GC GC GC 
Figure 3b: Stem loop mutants - WT, AIOC, Al4G, GSA, T6C:G8C and T6C:G8C:A20C 
The predicted structures for the mutants (Mfold analysis) are shown in Annexure II. 
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The design of the stem loop mutant oligomers were such that they would not 
affect the amino acid sequence of the N terminal portion of the resultant bR protein, i.e. 
all the mutants except AlOC and Gl lC were designed so that only the wobble base of 
each codon was changed. This means that the mutated oligomer would code for the same 
amino acid as in the wild type. Since the amino acid of the coded bR is the same as that 
of the wild type, any perturbations ( or its absence) can be attributed to the stability of the 
stem loop region. The exception is the A 1 OC and G 11  C, this mutation would affect the 
amino acid produced. Further, the mutant oligomers and their complementary strands 
have the appropriate flanking sequences which allow them to be cloned into the bop gene 
vector. However there might be some loss of membrane insertion of bR caused by 
mutation of the S' end of the mRNA i.e the bR might be produced but might not get 
inserted into the membrane due to the perturbations in the signaling sequences. 
Vectors: 
A. Subcloning into the cloning vector (pENDs) 
The mutants ( as explained above) were generated usmg oligo directed 
mutagenesis. In house cloning vectors, designated as pENDS, was modified by two 
undergraduate students to remove redundant EcoRV DNA restriction sites and to 
facilitate cloning of the stem-loop mutant oligos. pENDs is a cloning vector. This vector 
was developed in house in Dr. George Turner's lab. This pENDs vector is customized and 
termed separately based on the presence or absence of specific restriction sites. The two 
pENDs vectors which were used to clone the mutant oligomers were pENDs XXI and 
pENDs VII. pENDS XXI was used to subclone the WT 31 ,  C2A, G 1 1  C, G 1 1  A  and T6C 
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mutant oligomers. pENDS VII was used to subclone GSA, AIOC, MS, MIO and M14 
mutant oligomers. 
The cloning vector pENDS links the coding region of GPCR to bop gene 
transcription and translation control elements (34). The pENDS vector also includes the 
carboxyl-terminal coding sequence which contains two short peptide sequences, one 
being the six consecutive histidines and the other being an epitope from Influenza 
Hemaglutinin protein (HA). These short peptide sequences or "tags" can facilitate 
immunological detection and purification of the receptor protein ( 46). The DNA 
fragments from the pENDS vectors can be transferred into H.sa/inarum expression 
vectors [designated pHex, for Halobacterium expression vectors (34, 47)]. 
B. Subcloning into expression vector (pHex) 
Hsalinarum expression vector (pHex) is based on pUBP2 which is a shuttle 
vector for E.coli and haloarchaeal organisms. (34, 48-50). pHex can be termed as a 
shuttle vector because it possesses replicons which are derived from both E.coli and 
Hsalinarum. pHex also possesses genes which confer resistance to both ampicillin and 
mevinolin (an HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor (51)) for host E.coli and Hsal, respectively. 
Hence pHex vector can be expressed in both E.coli and Hsal. The pHex vector 
containing the mutant oligomer can be expressed in the Hsal. The pHex is expressed in a 
bR negative strain of L33. Under normal conditions and in the absence of Mevinolin, L33 
colonies are white in color due to the absence of bR producing molecular machinery. L33 
cannot survive in the presence of 10 µM Mevinolin (Mev) i.e without the pHex the L33 
will not form any colonies on a Mev plate. The presence of the pHex vector with the 
mutant oligomer induces Mev resistance in L33 and also forms colonies. The color of the 
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colonies depends on the mutant oligomer nucleotide interaction and the probable stability 
of the stem loop structure. Further, the colony color provides a visual assay for bR 
expression. The colonies can be later isolated for bR quantification, mRNA analysis and 
other types of assays. 
The cloning vector, pENDs, and expression vector, pHex, are shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 5 shows an analytical digest of the two vectors using restriction enzymes 
Pstl and BamHI. 
Xhol 
pENDs 
Co!EI ori 
pHex 
13.0kb 
MevR 
Figure 4 : The cloning vector, pENDS, 3.9 kb and the expression vector pHex, 13.0 
kb. 
The pENDS vector has an ampicillin resistance marker and a Co IE I origin of replication. 
The halobacterial plasmid pHex has HH9 origin of replication, ampicillin resistance and 
Mevinolin resistance marker. Mevinolin resistance is encoded by an up-promoter 
mutation of the HMG-CoA reductase gene. The Pstl- BAM HI fragment from the 
pENDS is ligated into the pHex vector. (47) 
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pHex and pENDs Analytical Digest 
Figure 4 : The pHex and pENDs analytical digest. 
The 13.0 kb uncut pHex (1), the 3.9 kb uncut pENDS fragment (3), the 1.2 kb 
Pst! and BamHI fragment which separated from the cut pHex fragment, 11 .8 kb 
remaining (2) or the pENDS, 2.7 kb remaining (4) 
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Materials and Methods 
Bacterial strains 
E.coli K12 strains were HBIOl derivative 012 z 10 (leuB6. proA2, recA13, 
lacYJ, aral4, ga/K2, xy/5, mtll, rpsL20. supE44, hsdS20, laclq, 12, F2; 39) and DHSa 
(F2, recAJ, endAJ, gyrA96, thi-I, hsdR17 (r2k, mlk), supE44, 12). H salinarum strains 
were ETlOOl (Vac2, BRI I I, Rub2; 40) and L33 (Vac2, BR2, Rub2; 41). 
Media and Growth Conditions 
All salts and chemicals were reagent grade from standard biochemical supply 
houses. Bacteriological peptone was from Oxoid (Unipath LTD., Hampshire, England); 
yeast extract tryptone, Difeo peptone, and bacto-agar were from Difeo Laboratories 
(Detroit, MI). Complex E. coli medium was yeast extract tryptone. Mevinolin (mev) was 
a gift from A.W. Alberts; Merck, Sharp, and Dohme, Rathaway, NJ. 
Molecular Reagents 
T4 DNA ligase and various restriction endonucleases were purchased from New 
England Biolabs (Beverly, MA) or from Boehringer Mannheim (Indianapolis, IN). DNA 
sequencing was done at ACGT, Inc. (Wheeling, IL). Electrophoresis grade agarose was 
from FMC Corporation (Rockland, ME). Custom oligo-deoxynucleotide primers were 
purchased from Oligomer OY (Helsinki, FI). Oligo-directed mutagenesis was performed 
with the QuikChange II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Strategene, La Jolla, CA). 
Molecular Weight Marker is DNA Molecular Weight Marker X, (0.07-12.2 kbp) (Roche, 
Germany) 
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Cloning the mutant oligomers into the cloning vector 
The vector with Bglll, EcoRV Sall AlwNI and sty/ restriction sites within its 
Pst l- B4Mlll fragment was called pENDs XXL Similarly the vector with Bglll, EcoRV 
Sall AlwNI and Xhol restriction sites within its Pstl- BAMHI fragment was called 
pENDs XXXI, and the vector with Sall and AlwNI sites within its Pstl- BAMHI fragment 
was called pENDs VII. As mentioned above the mutant oligomers were cloned into the 
two different pENDs vector background. 
A. Mutants with pENDS XXI as template for oligo directed mutagenesis. 
Oligo directed mutagenesis was used to engineer a silent Sty 1 site into the pENDS 
vector XXL The vector was sequenced, and the initial sequencing of these mutant 
oligomers (i.e WT 31, C2A, GI IC, Gl lA and T6C) gave a probable mismatch in the 
nucleotide sequences downstream of the Sall site. Hence the Sall-BamHI site of the 
pENDS XXI was removed and subcloned with the Sall - BamHI site of another pENDS 
vector (pENDS XXXI). The pENDS XXXI has an Xhol site downstream of the Sall site 
unlike the pENDS XXI, which had a Sty! site downstream of the Sall site (Figure 5). 
Hence a positive sub-cloning would have an Xhol instead of Styl. This difference was 
used to identify the sub-clones with restriction digests (Figure 5). Also, the location of the 
start codon (ATG) was shown relative to the other restriction sites in the Pstl-BAMHI 
fragment of the pENDs vector. 
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Pstl BgllIATGEcoRV Sall AlwNI StyI TGA Barn HI 
I I • I I I I • I 
pE1'.'Ds XXXI (Pstl BamHl fragment) 
Pstl ATG Sall AlwNI XhoI TGA Barn HI 
I I I I I • I 
Subcloned mutants (Pstl BamHl fragment) 
Pstl BglIIATG EcoRV Sall AlwNI Xhol TGA Barn HI 
I I 
, 
I I I I I I 
Figure 5: The Pstl- BAMHI fragment showing the restriction sites ofpENDs vector. The 
A TG is the start codon and represents the relative location of the stem-loop within the 
pENDs vector. Mutants C2A, G 1 1  C, G 11  A and T6C had pENDS XXXI as template after 
the final sub-cloning and hence were compared with wild type pENDS XXXI for all the 
bR results. 
B. Mutants with pENDS VII as template for oligo directed mutagenesis 
Oligo directed mutagenesis was also used to engineer a silent Sty! site into the 
pENDS VII vector. The pENDS VII vector contained the Sall andAlwNJ sites and 
positive transformants had both the Sal 1 and Alwnl sites (Figure 6). 
pENDS VII (Pstl BamHl fragment) 
Pstl 
I 
ATG Sall AlwNI 
I I 
TGA BamHI 
I 
Figure 6: The Pstl and BamHI fragment of the pENDS VII vector showing the restriction 
sites. The A TG is the start codon and represents the relative location of the stem-loop 
within the pENDs vector. 
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Once these restriction sites were checked the isolation of the 5' bop gene in 
pENDs was done using a preparative restriction digest of 5 µg DNA in 40 µL of NEB or 
BamHI buffer and 4 µL of 1 Ox BSA incubated at 3 7°C for 4 hours with 5 µl each of Pstl 
and BamHI restriction enzymes. Total volume of 400 µL was achieved by dilution with 
nuclease free water. 
The digested samples were then loaded onto a preparative agarose gel using 1 % 
agarose dyed with 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide. The 1.2 kb fragments containing the 5' 
bop DNA was isolated from the gel and extracted using the Nucleospin ® Extact II 
(Macherey-Nagel Gutenburg, FR) DNA extraction kit. The purified fragments were 
ligated into the Pstl and BamHI digested pHex vector. 
The 1.2 kb Pstl- BamHI fragment from the pENDS, containing the 5 'bop gene, 
was subcloned into the Pstl and BamHI digested pHex. The pHex shuttle vector was 
prepared using the Pstl/BamHI restriction digest of the pH ex vector as described above, 
and the 1 1 . 8  kb (13.0 kb pHex - l.2kb fragment) was isolated instead of the 1.2 kb 
dropout fragment. 
Once isolated, concentrations of DNA fragments were analyzed using UV-Vis 
spectrophotometry, and ligation into pHex was performed. Approximately 60-70 ng of 
insert DNA was incubated with 100 ng of pHex shuttle vector in water, I OX buffer and 
ligase enzyme (total volume= 20 µL) at 16 °C overnight using a programmable thermo 
controller. 
The following day, 10 µL of the above ligation was incubated with 200 µL of 
competent cells on ice for 30 min. Samples were heat shocked at 42 °C for 90 sec and 
then placed back on ice, and 800 µL of pre-warmed SOC was added and incubated at 37 
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°קC for 1 hour on a shaker. A volume of 150 µL of this culture was plated on agar plates 
with ampicillin. These plates were incubated at 3 7 °C overnight. Single colonies were 
isolated by subplating the following day. A single colony was then inoculated into 5 mL 
culture of LB broth with ampicillin and grown overnight. This culture was pelleted and 
the pHex DNA was isolated using Promega Wizard® Plus SV Minipreps DNA 
Purification System. The DNA concentrations were determined using UV- Vis 
spectrophotometry. 
Positive clones were confirmed by restriction digestion with Pstl and BamHI (see 
Results). Once confirmed the pHEX vector was transformed into Hsal under soap free 
conditions. 
Halo Transformation 
L33 is the bR negative strain of Hsal and hence was used for transformations. 
The L33 without the vector will not survive under Mev. The presence of the pHex vector, 
(which contains the Mev resistance marker) allowed L33 to survive in the presence of 
Mev. L33 was cultured in soap free Yeast extract media (YET-Annexure I). It was 
important that the cultures and glassware are soap free. Soap disrupts the L33 membrane 
and would have caused a significantly lower (sometime zero) transformation. The L33 
stock was first inoculated into 5 mL of YET and allowed to grow until the culture reaches 
00660 - 0.4. This was sub-cultured twice in 5 mL YET (when the culture reaches 00660 
- 0.4). This subculture was used to innoculate 50 mL YET media in a conical flask at a 
final OD66oof0.0l. The 50 mL culture seeded with 00660- 0.01 was allowed to grow 
until it reaches log phase, and then it was harvested at 00660 - 0.4 (0.2 - 0.6). The 
cultures are grown at 37 °Cina shaker with 225 rpm. Once the L33 culture reached 
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00660 - 0.4, the conical flask can be removed from the shaker and can be left at room 
temperature for approximately one week to ten days. This prevented further growth of 
L33, and the culture could be used for transformation within one week. 
The 50 mL culture thus obtained can be used for the polyethylene glycol (PEG) 
mediated transformation of the pHex vector. Using a clean pipette, IO mL of the above 
50 mL culture was transferred into a round bottom falcon tube, and the cells were 
pelleted using a SS34 rotor at 3000 rpm for 10 min at room temperature. The media was 
aspirated while taking care that the pellet was not disturbed. The inside of the tube was 
dried using applicator sticks, and Kimwipes removed any residual media. The cell pellet 
was gently resuspended in 1 mL of SS (Annexure I). 
A clean 15 mL round bottom falcon tube was taken, and 15 µL of SS EDTA 
(Annexure I) was added to the bottom ofit. Then 200 µL of the above cell suspension 
(L33 cells resuspended in 1 mL of SS) was added to one side of the falcon tube and 
mixed with the already added SS EDT A. This mixture was incubated for 30 - 60 
seconds. In a clean 1.5 mL eppendorftube, 15 µI of SS solution was added and lµg of 
the DNA (which was extracted from the E.coli) was resuspended in this 15 µl of SS 
solution. From this eppendorftube (which contains 15 µI of SS solution and lµg of the 
DNA), 10 µL of the DNA suspension was taken and added to the 15µ1 SS EDTA + 200 
µL cell suspension solution and incubated at room temperature for 5 min. After 5 min, 
235 µL ( equal to 200 µL cell suspension+ 15 µL SS EDTA + 10 µL DNA) of 60% w/v 
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) was added to the round bottom falcon tube (52). In order to 
prepare 60% w/v PEG, 3.0 grams of PEG was dissolved in 5 mL of SS solution. The total 
volume in the round bottom falcon tube was 470 µL (200 µL cell suspension+ 15 µL SS 
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EDTA + 10 µL DNA+ 235 µL PEG) This 470 µL of solution was mixed very gently by 
inversion 20 times and incubate at room temperature for 20 min. Following the 
incubation, 5-7 mL SDS (Spheroplast Diluting solution) (Annexure I) was added gently 
to the round bottom falcon tube and incubated at 42°C for 2-4 hrs without agitation. After 
2-4 hrs the cells were pelleted in a SS34 rotor at room temperature at 5000 rpm for 20 
minutes. The supernatant was aspirated and 10 mL ofSDS RHM (Annexure I) was added 
and incubated overnight at 37 °C on a shaker. The following day 5 mL of the culture was 
pelleted and resuspended in 100 µl ofRHM (with 10 µM Mevinolin). 
Using this I 00 µl cell re-suspension, I µL and IO µL of the cell suspension was 
used to plate two separate 25 µM mevinolin plates. The plates were incubated at 42 °C. 
The phenotypes were observed in 15- 20 days. (see Results) 
H.salinarum expression 
Successful transformation ofL33 yielded colonies on the Mev plates because of 
the presence of the pH ex vector. These colonies had different phenotypes based on the 
mutant oligomers within the pHex vector. The image of the colonies was taken using a 
Kodak digital camera and integrated density analysis was conducted on the image to 
determine the intensity of the purple color in the colonies. Since each of the mutants 
perturbed the stem-loop in a unique way, the colonies had different intensities of purple 
membrane. 
H.Salinarum growth and harvest 
After observing the phenotypes in the Hsal strain L33 (bop-), the colonies were 
picked and five of the eleven mutants were cultured to I L under Mevinolin. Briefly, each 
of the mutant and wild type were first inoculated in 5 mL of the Rich Halo Media (RHM 
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with IO µM Mevinolin) (Annexure I) and sub-cultured twice at OD660 - 0.6. A 50 mL 
solution of RHM (with lOµM Mevinolin) was inoculated at a final OD660 of 0.1 with 
these 5 mL cultures and allowed to grow until it reached log phase (i.e OD660 - 0.6). The 
cells were then spun down at 8000 rpm using a SS34 rotor, and the plasmid DNA was 
extracted using SV miniprep. A 250 mL solution ofRHM (non selective) was inoculated 
from this 50 mL culture. The remaining 50mL culture was used for plasmid DNA 
extraction. The 250 mL culture was allowed to grow until OD66o - 0.6. It was then used 
to establish 1 L nonselective cultures in 3-L Fembach flasks. This 1 L culture was used 
for growth curve and bR quantifications (32). 
Growth curve and hR quantification 
Five mutants were chosen for bR quantification. For the purpose of uniformity, all 
the mutants with pENDS XIII as final background for subcloning (WT, C2A, Gl lA, 
G 1 1  C  and T6C) were grown up to I L cultures and used for bR quantification. 
The 1 L cultures were allowed to grow from inoculation (OD 660- 0.01) to stationery 
phase (OD 660 1 .0- 3.0). At approximately every 12 hrs, the OD 660 reading was taken 
for each of the five mutants. Simultaneously, 40 mL of the culture was collected at every 
12 hrs and centrifuged at 3000 rpm using SA 600 rotor for 30 min. The pellet was 
transferred to a I .  5  mL centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 5 min. The 
supernatant was removed and the pellet stored at - 80°C for mRNA analysis. In the future 
these samples can be used for mRNA analysis. 
Once each of the cultures reached stationery phase, the cells in the remaining 
culture were pelleted at 5000 rpm and resuspended in 30 mL ofRHM (annexure I). The 
whole cells were washed (in basal salt - annexure I), and bR values were obtained by 
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taking OD-568. bR accumulation was normalized to equivalent number of cells for 
comparative analysis. (53) 
Transformation back into E.coli 
In order to double check the pHex vector transformation process into the H sa/, 
the vector was transformed back into E.coli. The transformation into E.coli also gave a 
chance to extract vector DNA in quantities necessary for sequencing and further assays. 
E.coli had higher plasmid number per transformant than Hsal for the same pHex vector, 
and hence it was logical to use E.coli for producing the vector DNA fragment for further 
analysis. The plasmid DNA from Hsa/ was extracted using the miniprep. The plasmid 
DNA obtained from rniniprep was transformed back into E.coli using the heatshock 
method. The DNA from the resulting transformants was extracted and checked for the 
Pstl and BamHI fragment by restriction digest. Since all the mutants and the wild type 
had the Pstl-BamHI fragment (see Results), these DNA samples were sent for sequencing 
(ACGT, Inc. Wheeling, IL). The DNA sequence confirmed the presence of the original 
stem loop in all the mutants except T6C. 
Mfold predictions for the wild type and the mutants 
In silica secondary structure predictions (mfold) indicated the presence of 
cooperative base pairing interactions between the nucleotides within the stem loop 
structure. Mfold.is a predictive algorithm which has proven useful for predicting the 
secondary structure of a single stranded nucleic acid. The simulation of the folding can be 
done under various salt concentrations. The portal for the mfold web server is 
http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/mfold. The lower the �G value the stronger 
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would be the base pairing and hence an increased stability in the stem loop secondary 
structure. 
Twenty five nucleotides representing the stem loop structure were used for the mfold 
analysis(54) under the following set conditions: 
• The DNA sequence is linear. 
• Folding temperature is set to 37'C 
• Ionic conditions: [Na+]= 1.0 M. 
• Standard errors are roughly ±5%, ± I 0%, ± 11  % and 2-4 °C for free energy, 
enthalpy, entropy and Tm, respectively. 
Integrated density analysis: 
1he colonies that were observed were photographed, and integrated density analysis was 
done using imageJ software. 
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Results 
I. Mfold predictions 
Mfold program predicted the different structures which might be formed due to 
the nucleotide interactions of the stem-loop oligo-nucleotides (Annexure II). Several 
mutants had more than one predicted structure (Table 1 ). These structures had differing 
ti.G values indicative of their stability: the lower the value the more stable the secondary 
structure. Mfold predicted two possible structures for the wild type oligonucloetide 
sequence. The wild type structure with ti.G value of -4.14 (structure 1) has a more stable 
base pair interaction within the stem loop than the structure with ti.G value of -3.20 
(structure 2). In order to understand which of the two structures actually exists in the 
wild type, the mutant C2A was used. C2A mimicked structure 1 of the wild type. The 
results showed that the C2A mutant had significantly different Integrated Density and bR 
than that of the WT, thereby indicating that the stem loop of WT might take the structure 
2 configuration. This can be further investigated using comparative mRNA analysis of 
C2A and WT3 l. 
Table! : ti.G & Tm values calculated for WT and mutants using Mfold. WT= Wild Type, 
DM = double mutant (T6C:G8C), TM= Triple Mutant (T6C:G8C:A20C) 
Structure1 Structure2 Structure3 Structure4 Structures Average of Tm 
Mutant t.G t.G t.G t.G t.G t.G Values 
wr -4.14 -3.20 -3.67 59.50 
C2A -4.14 -4.14 65.30 
T6C -1.98 -1.98 55.50 
GSA -0.35 -0.25 -0.24 0.10 -0.19 39.50 
A10C -7.05 -6.11 -6.58 71.80 ' 
G11A -4.14 -3.20 -3.67 59.50 
G11C -4.14 -3.20 -3.67 59.50 
A14G -4.14 -3.20 -3.67 59.50 
- 
DM -0.35 -0.24 0.10 0.18 0.24 -0.01 37.56 
TM -0.35 0.10 0.24 0.37 0.09 36.18 
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The .6.G value for each mutant was calculated using Mfold (Table 1) and shown in 
Figure 7 Mfold analysis predicted a single structure for T6C with a .6.G of -- 1.98. A 
higher .6.G value indicated that the stem loop is destabilized. The predicted average .6.G 
values of G8A, DM and TM ranged from -0.19 tu 0.09 and were more than that of the 
wild type (-4.14 and-3.67). This indicated weaker base pairing among the stem loop 
nucleotides. The predicted average .6.G value of GI IA, GI IC and Al4G were alls3.67 
and therefore similar to that of the Wild type (-3.67). Mutant C2A had an average .6.G 
value (-4.14) lower than that of the Wild type (-3.67) and hence showed stronger base 
pairing in the stem-loop. Mutant AIOC had a significantly smaller .6.G value (-6.58) and 
hence had the strongest base paring among all the mutants. The predicted stem-loop 
structures of each of the mutants along with their thermodynamics are shown in 
Annexure II. It was observed for AlOC that there was probably non base-pair interaction 
between G (eleventh position) and T (sixteenth position), which may have accounted for 
its greater stability (Annexure II). This could be attributed to the additional hydrogen 
bonding in the stem region of the stem-loop. 
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Figure 7: L',.G values of different mutants calculated using M-fold algorithm. (N = 1 to 5) 
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II. Sub-cloning into pENDS vector. 
A. Mutants with pENDS XXI as teniphlte for oligo directed mutagenesis, 
The WT XXXI and the mutants C2A, Gl lC, Gl lA and T6C were checked for 
Xhol, ECORV, Bgl JI and Sty] sites. The colonies which had aStyJ site instead of aXhoI 
were shown as negative in the Figure 8 below. A positive sub-clone had Xhol, ECORV 
and Bgl II restriction sites. Mutants C2A, G 11  C, G 11  A and T6C had pENDS XXXI as 
template after the final sub- cloning and hence were compared with wild type pENDS 
XXXI for all the bR and integrated density results. 
Negative Wild Type 
Figure 8: Restriction digests of pENDs vector (pENDS XXXI) 
Top lane: Negative (pENDS XXI vector) and WT31. Bottom lane: GIIA, GI IC, T6C 
and C2A. Lane 1 :  pENDS undigested, Lane 2: pENDs digested with styl, Lane 3: pENDs 
digested with xhol, Lane 4: pENDs digested with EcoRV, Lane 5: pENDs digested with 
Bglll 
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B. Mutants with pENDS VII as template for oligo directed mutagenesis 
Mutants GSA, AlOC, GSA, AIOC and A14G had pENDS VII as template for 
oligo directed mutagenesis. After the sub-cloning the mutants were checked for 
Sall and AlwNJ restriction sites (Figure 9). The mutants had Sall and AlwNJ restriction 
sites. These mutants were compared with wild type pENDs VII for the integrated density 
results. 
Figure 9: A Representative result of all gels with pENDs VII as template for oligo 
directed mutagenesis. Lane I :  pENDS undigested, Lane 2: pENDs digested with Sall, 
Lane 3: pENDs digested withA/wNJLane 4: pENDs digested with.Xhol Mutants GSA, 
AIOC, MS, MIO and M14 had pENDS VII as template for oligo directed mutagenesis 
and hence were compared with wild Type VII for the integrated density results. 
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Isolating the Pstl-BAMHI fragment of the pENDS vector 
After the restriction sites of the mutants were confirmed, the Pstl- BAMHI 
fragment of the pENDs vector ( of all the mutants) were isolated. A representative gel 
image of the Pstl- BAMHI drop down fragment is shown in Figure 10 below. The 
mutants shown in the gel image were G 1 1  A  and G 1 1  C. 
3.9kb 
2.7kb 
1.2kb 
Figure 10: Representative gel showing the digest of the Pstl and BamHI fragment. 
The digests of mutants G 1 lA and G 1 1  C  with Pstl and BamHI are shown. The gel image 
before (left) and after (right) the fragment was excised out. The 3.9 kb uncut pENDS 
fragment digested into the l .2kb Pstl and BamHI fragment and the 2. 7kb fragment. 
The 1.2 kb Pstl-Bamlll fragment from the pENDS was successfully ligated with 
Pstl and BamHI digested pHex. The vector was further checked for the presence of the 
Pstl and BamHI fragment by restriction digest before transformation into the Hsalinarum 
(Figure 1 1  ). 
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Figure 11: Pstl - BamHI fragment before transformation into Halobacterium 
salinarum. The molecular weight marker (MW), Uncut pHex fragment (uncut) and the 
l.2kb Pstl and BarnHI drop out fragment of the mutants. 
Transformation back into E.coli 
The transformation into Hsalinarurn was under soap free conditions, the colonies 
were observed in 15 to 20 days (Figure 13). The colonies were grown selectively and the 
plasmid DNA was extracted and transformed back into E.coli. Successful transformants 
were isolated and the plasmid DNA from the E.coli was extracted. Restnction digest for 
Pstl - BarnHI (Figure 12) was done on this plasmid DNA to check for accuracy of the 
transformation. The plasmid DNA was sent for DNA sequencing. 
MW Mii  MIO Ml4 2 X 
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Figure 12 : Pst I - BAM HI digest of the plasmid DNA from E.coli 
The Molecular weight Marker, Uncut pHex fragment and the l .2kb Pstl and BamHI drop 
out fragment of the mutants. 
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DNA sequencing 
DNA sequencing confirmed the presence of the mutant oligomer sequence in all 
the mutants except T6C. It was noticed that T6C had exactly the same sequence as that of 
WT XXXL The sequence ofT6C mutant was exactly the same as that of the wild-type 
right from the initial sub-cloning into pENDs vector. Hence the bR quantification and 
integrated density values of this mutant were considered as WT and an average value was 
used for subsequent calculations. WT31 might have been accidentally used instead of 
T6C during the initial ligation of the T6C mutant oligomer into the Pst I - BAM HI 
fragment and hence the error might have occurred. 
III. Integrated Density Analysis. 
The colony image was used to calculate the integrated density (Figure 13). This 
gave an estimate of the purple pigmentation and thereby the level of bop gene expression. 
The integrated density analyses of the mutants indicated that AIOC had the least 
integrated density. i.e the colonies were the least purple in color (Figure 14). 
Figure 13: Colony image of the mutants transformed into L33: The colonies for 
AIOC were white, where as the remaining colonies of other mutants had different 
intensities of purple. 
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The AlOC colonies appeared white to the naked eye. The lack ofbR accumulation 
was consistent with having the lowest average t.G ( calculated using Mfold) among the 
mutant oligomers, C2A and AIOC should have increased the stability of the stem-loop, 
and hence, this might have caused the decrease in the bR accumulation. Since C2A had 
significantly lower integrated density and bR values than WT, the stem-loop structure for 
WT was not that of C2A as indicated by Mfold analysis (Table I ,  Figure 7). The 
integrated density of the other mutants DM, A14G, GSA TM and Gl IC were also less 
than the Wild type. WT expressed maximum integrated density and hence the most 
purple colonies. The integrated density gave a rough estimate of the intensity of the 
purple color and was a very crude method of estimating the levels of bR. In order to 
obtain more accurate bR quantifications, further studies like mRNA quantification, bR 
isolation and measurements using sucrose gradient are needed. 
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Figure 14: Integrated density values of the colony images calculated using imageJ 
software. (N = 1) 
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IV. Growth curves 
The growth curves indicated that the cells had some lag phase before they entered 
into the log phase. In about 150 hrs, the cells reached stationery phase and were harvested 
for bR quantification (Figure 15). The growth curves were used to observe the growth of 
the various mutants over a period of time. bR accumulation was maximum in the 
stationery phase (53),and hence these growth curves helped to decide the correct time for 
bR harvest. 
Growth Curves 
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Figure 15: Growth curves of the mutants: The absorbance at OD 660 (Y-axis) was 
plotted against time (X axis). 
Once the cells reached stationery phase, the cells were harvested from the cell 
culture. The culture T6C took more time than other cultures to reach log and stationery 
phase. The main objective of using this growth curves was to make sure the cultures 
reach stationery phase before they were harvested. 
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V. bR quantification 
bR quantification was done for each of five mutants: WTXXXI, C2A, G l lA and 
G 1 1  C. Since the T6C mutant had a wild type DNA sequence, its bR value was averaged 
with the WT XXXI. The C2A had the least amount ofbR accumulation (72%). WT 
XXXI had the highest amount ofbR. Gl lA (85.5%) and Gl lC (79.4) had less 
accumulation ofbR than WT, but more than that ofC2A. The bR results indicated that 
the WT bop gene had a structure which may not be similar to that of C2A. (Figure 13). 
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Figure 16: bR quantification of the mutants Gl lA,Gl lC and C2A in comparison with 
the wild type XXXI. (WT 31 = Wild type XXXI). The OD values are taken at 568 nm. 
For normalizing: The WT which has the maximum bR value is set to 100 and the bR for 
the remaining mutants are calculated as percentage. The bR value of WT is an average of 
WT31 and T6C. (N = 1) 
The results obtained by bR quantification were in-line with those obtained using 
integrated density analysis. 
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Discussion: 
bR is the sole membrane protein produced hy the bacterio-opsin gene (bop) (21), 
hence bR quantification was used to understand the bop gene transcription and translation 
efficiency of the mutants. Earlier studies have established the requirement of the TAT A 
box and UAS for bop promoter activity (38). The putative stem-loop structure within the 
bop gene mRNA is considered to be a key component of the molecular machinery which 
regulates Bop synthesis and it is important to maintain the bop mRNA stem-loop 
structure to produce Bop (55). 
In the study presented here, the mutant oligomers were successfully expressed in­ 
vivo using the in-house cloning and expression vectors (pENDs and pHex); the bR 
quantification and integrated density analysis of these mutants indicated that there were 
noticeable differences among the bR accumulation in these mutants (Figure 14, 16). The 
differences could be attributed to the stem-loop perturbations. These perturbations might 
be associated with mRNA degradation rate and /or ribosomal binding. Hence, it can be 
concluded that the putative stem loop structure indeed exists in-vivo within the plasmid 
expression system that we have been trying to develop. 
Further, using the Mfold analysis, it could be understood that any perturbation in 
the nucleotides of the stem-loop had a corresponding change in the t-.G values (Table 1, 
Figure 7). Destabilizing the chain was predicted to increase the t-.G (54). The mutant 
oligomers, which were expected to increase the stability of the stem-loop structure (based 
on mfold analysis), did show the lower integrated densities. For example, AIOC had the 
lowest t-.G (-6.58) and also had the lowest integrated density (Figure 14). The associated 
colonies of Al OC were white. Similarly C2A, which had the second lowest t-.G value 
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amongst the mutants (8G -4.14) had the second lowest integrated density (Figure 14). 
Based on the results above, the utility of the M-fold study was established for Hsal such 
that any increase in the stability of the stem loop corresponded with a decrease in the 
integrated density of the colonies. 
Further, the bR and integrated density values of these mutants indicated that any 
perturbation to the wild type stem-loop structure was associated with decreases in the bR 
accumulations (Figure 14, 16). Taken together, the data supported the hypothesis that the 
bacterio-opsin gene has been highly optimized to achieve maximal levels ofbR 
accumulation. Previous research by other labs have also indicated that single base pair 
substitutions in the stem-loop region significantly reduce the protein expression (56). 
The nucleotide interaction in the stem-loops of each of the mutants helped to 
understand the cis-acting determinants of the stem-loop structure. For example, the 
structure of C2A (8G -4.14) had a lower average 8G value compared to Wild type (8G - 
3.67). The Mfold analysis of the Wild type mutant indicated two probable structures, one 
with 80-4.14 and the other with 80-3.67. C2A was expected to mimic the 8G -4.14 
structure of the wildtype (structure 1 -Annexure II) as per the Mfold prediction. 
However,the bR and integrated density values of C2A were significantly different from 
that of the Wild type (Figure 14, 16), hence the WT stem-loop might have a secondary 
structure which is distinct from that of C2A and might take the structure 2 shown in the 
annexure II below. Also the results indicated a minor role for the SD#! element. GSA, 
AIOC, GI IA, GI IC, DM (T6C:G8C) and the TM (T6C:G8C:A20C) perturb the SD#! of 
the stem-loop. However, the decrease in the bR was not very significant compared to 
A14G, which did not perturb the SD#!. Scanning rnutagenesis within the mRNA leader 
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of another gene, gvp gene, (which are involved in gas vesicle formation in Hsal) 
demonstrated that mutations adjacent to the putative SD sites in the gvp gene did not 
influence the efficiency of translation in Hsal.(57). In some archaeas the open reading 
frames can be translated in-vitro using either SD dependent pathway or leaderless 
pathway. (58). The bioinformatics genome analysis of archaea reveal that less than I 0% 
of the genes contain SD sequence (59). Hence, it can be concluded with reasonable 
confidence that SD#! might play a minor role in the bR accumulation; however, a more 
quantitative method like mRNA analysis would probably help better understand the 
differences. 
Further, for the mutant Al OC, it should be noted that the mutation of Cytosine (C) 
with Adenosine (A) at the tenth location in AIOC could have caused the resultant mRNA 
to code for GAG (Glutamic acid) instead of GCG (Alanine). This was the only mutant 
( other than G 1 1  C) which caused the mRNA to translate a different amino acid than that 
of the Wild type. Glutamic acid is an acidic aminoacid, and alanine is a non-polar amino 
acid. The different amino acid might have resulted in the decreased bR accumulation and 
hence the decreased integrated density values. This mutant also perturbs the SD# I site, 
hence additional studies using different mutants would be required to tweak apart the 
actual reason for the decrease in the bR accumulation in mutant A I OC. 
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Summary 
An expression system like Hsal might provide a platform for the over expression 
of transmembrane proteins which are homologous to bR. In order to exploit the molecular 
machinery of Hsal, it is imperative to first understand the biology of this Archaea. 
Further, it is well established that there is very strong coupling between translation and 
mRNA stability in Hsal (60). In pursuit of this, our lab has previously generalized and 
simplified the Hsal system by creating convenient cloning sites within the bop gene. Our 
lab has also established the factors which stabilize the plasmid directed membrane protein 
expression i.e the hetrologous gene transcription and/or translation products. Our lab has 
also tagged the bop gene by introducing specific sequences, which enables purification 
and identification of the protein (47). Further, we are trying to understand the various 
facets of the bop gene expression. 
We understand that the N-tenninal part of the bop gene has numerous 
determinants of expression (29, 39), and in continuation with our pursuit to understand 
the molecular mechanism, the above study was conducted targeting especially the stem­ 
loop structure at the 5' end of the bop gene. The study presented herein adds to the 
existing science about the molecular biology of the host organism H sal especially in 
relation to the 5' end of the bop gene stem-loop structure. Although, other labs have also 
used strategies similar to our lab to express homologous halorhodopsin and sensory 
rhodopsin (24, 61-64), currently their transgenic expression of membrane protein (both in 
vitro and in vivo) has had minimal results ( 65, 66). The occurrence of high density 
membrane in Hsal and its scope for expression of other GPCR is a powerful motivation 
for continued research on this model system. 
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The overall findings of this study were as follows: 
1. The bop gene 5'  stem-loop structure exists in-vivo: The mutant oligomers 
representing the stem-loop structure were expressed in the Hsal. A significant difference 
in the phenotypes of the resultant colonies among the mutants was observed, which 
indicated that the bop gene stem-loop structure exists in-vivo (Figure 13, 14). The bR 
analysis of the mutants also indicated that there is a significant difference among the 
mutants (Figure 16). Though the presence of a stem loop like structure was previously 
established in Hsal (60), this finding is new to our plasmids (pENDS and pHex) 
mediated expression, and opens avenue for future experimentation using the plasmids 
pENDs and pHex. 
11. The structure of bop gene 5'stem-loop has a role in the regulation ofbacterio- 
opsin (bop) gene synthesis: There is a significant difference in the bR accumulation 
within the mutants (Figure 13, 14 16). It has been previously established that critical 
determinants of expression resides in the downstream coding region of wild type bop 
gene ( 48). It has been previously established that majority of haloarcheal transcripts are 
leaderless and did not contain SD sequences(59). This work shows that perturbations 
made to the SD#! of the stem-loop had no direct significance on the stem-loop structure. 
Hence the GGAG sequence might not be a proper SD sequence. Further, this work shows 
that the 5' end of the stem-loop has a role in the regulation of bop gene synthesis. 
However the regulation of gene expression in Archaea is still a question to be answered. 
111. With an increase in the stability of the stem loop the bop gene synthesis decreases 
significantly A lOC and C2A are the mutants which had an increase in the stability of the 
bop gene (Refer to ti.G information from Table 1). AIOC produced white colonies on 
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solid media (indicating significant loss ofbR accumulation within the cell). bR 
quantification of C2A indicated that the bR accumulation in C2A is significantly lower 
than that of the wild type. 
rv. A decrease in the stability of the stem loop was found to only decrease the bop 
gene synthesis slightly (Figure 13 14 16). All of the mutants-that decreased the stability of 
the bop gene, i.e. GSA, G 1 lA, G 11  C, DM and TM, had integrated densities less than that 
of the WT. The bR quantification ofGl lC and Gl lA was also less than that of the wild 
type 3 1 .  
v. The bacterio-opsin gene has been highly optimized to achieve maximal levels of 
bR accumulation. An increase or decrease in the stability of the stem-loop decreases the 
bop gene accumulation (point iii and iv above). It has been previously established that 
single base pair substitutions in this region, which did not effect the amino acid caused 
significant reduction in the protein expression (56). Hence bop gene is highly optimized 
to achieve maximum level ofbR accumulation 
vi, Stem-loop and hair pin: It has also been previously established that the bop 
mRNA can form a hairpin structure at its 5' end. (29). The presence of a hairpin is 
required to prevent the rapid degradation ofmRNA (56). However, the increase in the 
stability of the stem-loop structure of the bop gene might cause hindrance to the 
transcription and translational machinery for the bR synthesis. This can be correlated to 
similar mRNAs where a secondary structure (hair-pin) causes the decrease or no 
transcription and translation of the protein. Hence it can be hypothesized that there is 
indeed the presence of a stem loop structure in the bop gene mRNA. 
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vu. Future studies should in quantification of purified bR and bop gene mRNA. The 
integrated density is a crude method to establish the bR accumulation. The bR 
quantification method used is relatively accurate (53), however a mRNA analysis much 
more quantitative and accurate to determine the bR accumulation. 
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Annexurel 
I. Concentrated Basal Salts (I liter) -- CBS 
NaCl, 
MgS04- 7 H20, 
Sodium Citrate-2 H20, 
KC!, 
lM Tris pH 7.4, 
280 g 
23 g 
3.5 g 
2.3 g 
50mL 
The 1 M Tris buffer is titrated to pH 7.4 with concentrated HCL. Salts will 
dissolve faster if you add 140 g ofNaCI + other ingredients and adjust the pH to 7.2 
then add the remaining 140 g NaCl and adjust the pH again to 7.2. The solution is made 
in regular tap water and autoclaved for 20 minutes. 'The final pH of CBS should be 7 .2. 
II. Rich Halo-peptone medium (I Liter) -- RHM 
875 ml concentrated basal salts 
15 g oxoid peptone (or 100 ml 15% peptone solution in regular tap H20) 
Adjust to 1 liter with tap H20 
Titrate to pH 7.2 using NaOH and HCI. 
15% peptone (I liter) 
Oxoid peptone, 150 g dissolved in 1 liter of dd water. 
The solutions are autoclaved separately. Oxoid brand peptone is used because it contains 
very low amounts of bile salts, an inhibitory agent known to cause lysis ofhalobacteria (7), 
A 15% solution of unautoclaved Oxoid peptone is difficult to sterilize by filtration due to 
fouling of the membrane with undissolved particulates. Autoclaving drives these particulates 
into solution and the peptone can then be filtered easily. 
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For I liter of complex medium, mix 875 ml of concentrated basal salts, 25 ml tap H20 
(not dd H20) and 100 ml 15 % peptone. 
III. Rich Halo-yeast extract tryptone medium (YE.TI 
For preparation of lOX YET (ILiter) 
Bacto Tryptone 
Bacto Yeast 
Regular tap H20 to 
50 g. 
30 g. 
I L .  
Mix all the ingredients and autoclave for 20 minutes. 
IV. Diluted basal salts (100 ml) 
87.5 ml concentrated basal salts 
12.5 ml regular tap H20 
V. Halo Peptone Plates 
Concentrated Basal Salts 
15% Oxoid Peptone 
Regular tap H20 
OxoidAgar 
1 Liter solution 
875 ml 
JOO ml 
25 ml 
15 g 
The CBS and the 15% oxoid peptone are added and the solution is brought to I liter using 
regular tap water. The pH is adjusted to 7.2 (6.9 to 7.2). To this solution 15g ofOxoid agar is 
added and autoclaved for l O minutes. The solution is allowed to cool in a 55 'C water bath 
and the plates are poured immediately. 
For· mevinolin plates add 750 ul of 1 OmM Mevinolin stock solution to the autoclaved 
solution after cooling. 
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Halobium Transformation Solutions 
VII. Sphcroplasting Solution: (pH 8.75) 
Reagent Concentration gllfil)ml 
Sucrose 15% 15 
NaCl 2M 11.69 
KC! 27mM 0.201 
Tris-HCl 50mM 0.790 
Titrate with NaOH 
VIII. Spheroplasting Solution with EDTA: (pH 8.0) 
Reagent Concentration g/lOOml 
(Na)4EDTA 0.5M 19 
Sucrose 15% 15 
NaCl 2M 11 .69 
KCl 27mM 0.201 
Tris-HCJ 50mM 0.790 
Titrate with HCJ 
IX. Spheroplast Diluting Solution: (pH 7.4) 
Reagent Concentration g/1..00ml 
Sucrose 15% 15 
CBS 87.Sml 
Tris-HCI SOmM 0.790 
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X.PEO 
PEG(600) 
3ml 
Spheroplasting Solution 
2ml 
PEG solution is made fresh each time. Equal volumes of spheroplast suspension and PEG are 
mixed to give a final concentration of 30%. 
XI. DNA (for Halo transformations): 
One microgram of DNA is suspended in lOuL spheroplasting solution. 
Bacterial plates 
All plates must be made with strict sterile technique. After pouring, leave plates to dry 
at RT for 1-2 days, then store upside-down in plastic bags in the cold room. Plates 
should be clearly marked on the outside with colors indicated. Close the bags with tape, 
mark and date each bag. 
LB plates ( To make 4 litres) 
40 g Bacto Tryptone 
20 g Bacto Yeast extract 
40 gNaCl 
Make up in 3200 ml dH20. 
Adjust pH from-6.9 to 7.5 with 12-14 ml of i M NaOH 
Bring volume to 4 I. 
Add 60 g Bacto-agar, mix, autoclave. 
When agar has cooled to 55°C, pour plates ( -25 ml per large plate). If you can keep your 
hand on the side of the flask then it is cool enough. 
Mark LB sides with GREEN stripe. 
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LB Amp plates (75 mg/ml Ampicillin) 
Follow protocolfor LB plates until after autoclaving. When agar has cooled to 55°(;, add 
4 ml (2 vials) of75 mg/ml Ampicillin stock (lOOOX stock, kept at -20°C). Pour plates as 
above Amp plates marked with RED stripe. 
Ampicillin is unstable. Plates older than four months cannot be used--so don't make up 
too much at any one time. 
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Annexnre II. 
I. WT - GCATGTTGGAGTTATTGCCAACAGC - Structure 1 
tlG0 = -4.14 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
tlH0 -49.50 kcal/mo! 
!iS0 = -146.2 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 65.3 °C assuminga 2 state model. 
G - C - A  - T - - A - G - C  
i  I  
Information 
: -0.46 : 5 ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
;-1.45 'External closing pair is T'-A23 
0-44 :External closing pair is G5 -C22 
, Structural element i oG 
;-1.00 ; External closing pair is T6-A21 
rstack :-1.45 -External closing pair is Tt-A" 
r------·-- -- -- -- - 
i Stack : -1.84 . External closing pair is G8 -C19 
;------·-". -�-- ------�- �---- -- -  ·----------- ·--- 
Helix : -7.18 ,  6 base pairs. 
! Hairpin loop 3.50 i Closing pair is G9-C18 
, . 
T - - A - - 20  
G - C  
T - A  
I  I  
G  --- C 
....... , ..... 
A G 
to .> '..._, / 
G - C  
S' 
Table 3 a (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for WT 
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\\'T - Structure 2 : 
�G0 = -3.20 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
�Ho -62.30 kcal/mo! 
�s
0 
= -190.5 cal/ (K -mol) 
Tm= 53. 7 °C assuming a 2 state model 
T - A  
T /  'r 
I \ 
G T 
I  I  
A G 
" / "'  /  G - C  
!  !  
G - C  
I  I  
T - A - -  20  
I  
T - A  
i  I  
G - C  
I  I  
T - A  
I  
A  
\  
C-· G 
I  I  
5' -----.._!A,..,- c--- 3' 
. Structural element l>G · 
�---···-- - --- -- �- ······:'-----------·--·-·---· 
Information 
· External loop 
: Stack 
0.00 ! 0 ss bases & I closing helices. 
j-2.24 . Exte�� �!�sing pair is 01 -C25 
Helix 
Bulge loop 
· Stack 
• Stack 
• Stack 
· Stack 
. Stack 
Helix 
Hairpin loop 
-2.24 · 2 base pairs. 
I 2. 72 External closi�� pair is C2 -024 
' 
-1. 4 5 •  External closing pair is r' -A 23 
[-1.44 • External clo�in� pair is 05 -C22 
• External closing pair is T6 -A 21 
I -1.  4 5 :  E�t��al closing pair is T 7 -A 20 
' 
-1.84 : External closing pair is G8-C19 
1-7.18 ;  6 base pairs. 
-- 
' C l  .  .  .  09 C18 : osmg pair is - 
Table 3 a (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for WT 
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II C2A-Structure 1 - GaATGTTGGAGTTATTGCCAACAGC 
AG0 = -4.14 kcal/mol at 37 °C 
AH0 -49.50 kcal/mol 
AS0 = -146.2 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 65.3 °C assuming a 2 state model 
T - A  
/  '  T  T  
I  \  
G  
I  
T  
I  
,o ./ A ""' / G 
G -· C 
I 
G - -  C  
I  
T - A -  ,o  
'  
T - A  
I  I  
G - 0  
I  I  
G - a · - A  - T - A - G - - C  
I  
s  
,. 
··-·-·-- ·-- ···-··r·---· - ---· 
Structural element j 6G : Information 
- ---··--·---· r----··--- .... --··--···--  ... --, 
i External loop : -0.46 , 5 ss bases & 1 closing helices . 
.  . ····- -, - -----·· 
· Stack 
: Stack 
-1.45 External closing pair is T'-A23 
; -1.44 External closing pair is G5 -C22 
--···-·--- ... --···- ,-----. . . .  - ----·---· ..... 
Stack 
Stack 
Stack 
Helix 
-1.00 : External closing pair is T6-A21 
·----·---- -- 
-1.45 . External closing pair is T7 -A20 
j � j .84 1 Exte�� closing pair is Gi."c•9 
. · · -  ----�-»----- 
! - 7.18 6 base pairs. 
• Hairpin loop 
-·"· --- ..... - ----------- -··--- 
3.50 Closing pair is G9-C18 
Table 3 b: The Mfold thermodynamics predictions forC2A 
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III. GSA= Structure 1 - GCATGTTaGAGTTATTGCCAACAGC 
.o.G0 = -0.35 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
.o.H0 -17.10 kcal/mo! 
AS0 = -54 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 43.4 °C assuming a 2 state model 
5' - ·G 
I 
c 
I 
A 
' 
T 
I 
G 
' 
T 
+ 
I 
• 
� 
I 
10-A 
I  
G 
+ 
' T 
I  
A 
I  
T 
I  20  
T /C--,( 
G-C \ 
I 1 A 
C-G ' 
: ---...A .... C 
3' ........... 
Information 
-0.61 16 ss bases & 1 closing helices. External loop 
Stack -2.24 ; External closing pair is G17-C25 
Helix -2.24 : 2 base pairs. 
: Hairpin loop 2.50 : Closing pair is C18-G24 
Table 3 c (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for GSA 
GSA - Structure 2 
�G0 = -0.25 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
�Ho -32.20 kcal/mo! 
�So= -103 cal/ (K ·mo!) 
Tm= 39.4 °C assuming a 2 state model 
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G - C - A - T - · · A - 1.3 - C  
'  -  A  
r  _,.. ' 1  
/  '\  
T  -- A 
T 
. -····· - ·-··-·····-· ··········-····· 1 
: Structural element 6G i Information · 
;Ext�;�allo��-·  ..... f.o.46 J s;;b���;&l�l�;ing heJi��s.· 
. ' ' 
�-- --�--·- ·------ 
• Stack -1.45 External closing pair is r4-A23 
' Stack l-1.44 External closing pair is G5 -C22 
: 
·--- -·- •w- • -··- • -• - -•""·--,.----- -- -·--- •• 
• Stack / - 1 . 0 0  /  External closing pair is T6-A 21 
,-· .. ···-···· ..•. ···-···, ··········,:-:-- -----····---- -·-- 
Helix l-3.89 i  4  base pairs. 
,-·-1----------···-·--- 
Hairpin loop [ 4.10 I  Closing pair is T7-A20 
c 
-: 
-- A-- 20 
I 
c 
c - c  
"<,  T  
•  
u  
!  
A  
I  
G  
\  
"  
,· Table 3 c (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions 
forG8A 
GSA - Structure 3 
!!.G
0 
= -0.24 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
!!.H0 -28.50 kcal/mo! 
!!.S0 = -91.1 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 39.6 °C assuming a 2 state model 
Table 3 c (iii): The Mfold thermodynamics 
predictions for GSA 
.............. ...•. •-'··-·-- ·-·- ......•. ·--·-····· . . .  ···-·--···· . 
-1.00 :  External closing pair is T12-A21 
I Stack � 1.44 ! External closing pair is G11-C22 
Information 
3.60 · Closing pair is T13-A20 
-2.44 3 base pairs. 
: -1.40 · 13 ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
I 
i Helix 
; Hairpin loop 
' 
i External loop 
I Structural element · 6G 
a 
I 
G 
I 
10 -A A 
I  -:  -r, 
G - T - - T  T  
I  I  I  
C - A - · A  G  
I  ,  ·,,., ., 
A "c .. C 
I 20 
G 
I 
3' --C <K3T-624GBA 
s· . - G  
I  
c 
I  
A  
I  
T  
I  
G  
I  
T  
I  
T  
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GSA - Structure 4 
t-.G0 = 0.10 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
t-.H0 -23.30 kcal/mo! 
t-.s0 = -75.4 call (K -mol) 
Tm= 35.6 °C assuming a 2 state model 
s 
,..... G - T -. T  
T  "  
I \ 
G - C - - A  G  
I  I  I  I  
C - G - T  A-......... 
I  \ I ,o 
C T /G 
I  ' A - r --  T  
20  -A 
I  
A 
I  
c 
I  
A 
I  
G 
I  
3' --c 
Information 
External loop 
Structural element ; sc 
'-0.31 7 ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
·-S·ta·-,-k--· - --- -  · -2.24 I External closing pair is G1 -C18 
,=---·- --- -· ----- ---· --- ------ 
I Stack . -1.45 External closing pair is C2-G17 
-- ----·-1- ------------ ----- -- - - - ------------ --- 
Helix , -3.69 3 base pairs. 
r --- ----------------- ··r·-----·------------------ 
i Hairpin loop 4.10 !  Closing pair is A3 -T16 _________  ..., 
Table 3 c (iv): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for GSA 
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A1 OC - Structure 1- GCATGTTGGcGTlATTGCCAACAGC 
t.G0 = -7.05 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
t.H0 -60.00 kcal/mo! 
t.s
0 
= -170.7 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm = 78.2 °C assuming a 2 state model 
T - A  
/  \  
T  T  
\  I  
G  -- T 
I 
10 ----- c - G 
G - C  
!  I  
G -  C  
I  
T - A - -  20  
i  I  
T - A  
!  I  
G - C  
I  
G - C - A - T - - A - G - C  
I  
s' 3' 
Stack 
· Structural element 
External loop 
.45 External closing pair is T'-A23 
,.--·c· ···- . 
Stack 1-1.44 I  External closing pair is G5 -C22 
................. __ ,_,,�-·- ·-- ··- 
Stack -1.00 , External closing pair is T6-A21 
• Stack 
............... 
· Stack • External closing pair is G8-C19 
-1.45 External closing pair is T7-A20 
External closing pair is G9-C18 
................ C _ ••••••••• ···-·-----· . 
-0.47 I External closing pair is c10-G17 
I : • 
J -9 .89 : 8 base pairs. Helix 
Stack 
Stack 
Hairpin loop 
···-- --- ···--·--· 
3.30 Closing pair is G11-T16 
Table 3 d (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for A I OC 
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AIOC - Structure 2 
L1G0 �· -6.11 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
L1H0 - 72.80 kcal/moi AS0 = -215 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 65.4 °C assuming a 2 state model 
I Structural element : so ! Information 
------·- ------------------- ·-· 
T - A  
/  -,  
T  T  
\  I  
G - T  
I  I  
10 - c - G  
I  I  
G - C  
I  I  
G - C  
I  
T  -- A - 20 
I I 
T - A  
I  I  
G - C  
I  I  
T  ·--A 
I 
I  A \ 
C - G  
I  I  
External loop ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
, --·- ----- -y-- - r---- ---- -------- 
I Stack ; -2.24 I External closing pair is G1 -C25 
' . I JHelix --· -- --2.24-r 2b�;;�:----------- 
r------ -- �------ 
I Bulge loop : 2.72 ! External closing pair is C2-G24 
/ Stack ; - 1 .45 1  External closing pair is T4-A 23 
I Stack ; -1.44 [ External closing pair is G5 -C22 
,-- --------- --- -----·. ·----�---------- -·--·· -  ; Stack . -1.00 I External closing pair is T6-A21 
["stack ---- -·-----··: _1.4sT External closing pair is T7-A20- 
�---" ·-"··------- --------· .. _ ---- ----- 
I Stack : -1.84 External closing pair is G8-C19 
: -2.24 External closing pair is G9-C18 
r . r· ··· ··----- - --- ---------- --·- ------- 
I Stack . -0.47 I External closing pair is c10-G17 
' I r::·---·------ ----- ---  ;;----- ------- - -- -  ---·- 
I Helix -9.89 1 8  base pairs. 
r- --·------ -- ---- --. --··r:···-------- -- ---------- - 
I Hairpin loop 3.30 I  Closing pair is G11-T16 
Table 3 d (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for Al OC 
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Gl lA- Structure 1 - GCATGTTGGAaTTATTGCCAACAGC 
ti.G0 = -4.14 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
ti.H0 -49 .50 kcal/mo! 
ti.s0 = -146.2 cal/ (K'rnol) 
Tm= 65.3 °C assuming a 2 state model 
T - A  
/  <,  
T  T  
I  \  
a  T  
I  
,,, A  G  
/  -,  / 
10- " / 
G -  C  
G - C  
T - A -  20 
I I 
T - A  
!  
G  ·--- C 
I 
G - C -- A - - T - A -- G - C 
I 
5' 
,. 
r : 
Structural element I 6G Information 
-0.46 • 5 ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
i-i-_45 [ External closing pair is T4-A23 
---'---:·-------·-·----! 
-1.44 External closing pair is G5 -C22 
Stack 
...  
!  -1.00 External closing pair is T6-A 21 
: 
j -1 .45 ;  External closing pair is T7-A20 
- [ -1 .84 •  E�t�rnal closing pair is G8 -C19 
-----·- ·- - ---- -- .. -�- -- 
External loop 
Stack 
. Stack 
: Stack 
· Stack 
Helix 
Hairpin loop 
8 6 base pairs. 
3 50 ' c 1  ·  ·  ·  G9 c18 . I osmg parr rs - 
Table 3 e (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for G l lA 
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GllA-Structure 2 
AG0 �- -3.20 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
AH0 -62.30 kcal/mol 
AS0 = -190.5 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 53. 7 °C assuming a 2 state model 
r - A  
T /  <,  T  
I  \  
a  T  
I  
/A G 
� ' 
-, / 10 
G -� C 
I I 
' 
G -  c  
I  I  
T  -  A -  
"' 
I  
I  
I  
T - A  
I  I  
G - C  
I  I  
T  .. A 
, 
, 
I A \ 
C - G  
I  I  
s· - io-.Si.<WA c -- 3' 
Information 
-- ------- 
Helix 
External loop 
Bulge loop 
Stack 
, 0.00 . 0 ss bases & I closing helices. 
. j .. 2.24 , External closing pair is G1-C25 
-- ---------- - -- 
-2.24 : 2 base pairs. 
i . 2. 72 . External closing pair is C2 �(}24 
- . . . I 
Structural element I oG 
Stack 
------ --- ----- ·,-----  -- - 
' I 45 E al I . . . T4 A23 : - . . xtern c osmg parr 1s - 
' 
i ·-1.44 : External closing pair is G5 -C22 
1 - - l . O O  ·  External closing pair is T6-A21 
Stack 
· Stack 
Stack 
. . - . - 
: -1 .45 External closing pair is T7-A20 
I ' 
______  - , .. -- --·· - ---- 
: Stack j -1 .84 External closing pair is G8-C19 
Helix i - 7.18 . 6 base pairs. 
' ·--- ... .. . . ... .. .... ,,, .... _ j 
Hairpin loop i 3.50 j  Closing pair is G9-C18 
"""""""-""_, ��·�- -"'"""----=- 
Table 3 e (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for GI IA 
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GllC- Structure 1 - GCATGTTGGAcTTATTGCCAACAGC 
tiG0 = -4.14 kcal/mol at 37 °C 
tiH0 -49.50 kcal/mo! 
t:.S0 = -146.2 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 65.3 °C assuming a 2 state model 
T -- A 
/ " 
T r 
I \ 
c T 
I 
A G 
-> <, /' 
10 <, 
G - C  
i  
G  -  C 
T - A -  20  
I  
T - A  
I  
G  -- C 
G - C -- A - T -- A -- G - C 
s- s 
. I 
Structural element I oG Information 
External loop : 5 ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
. . I . . . . . . . . 
1-1.45 • External closing pair is T'-A23 
·------ -- 
-1.44 External closing pair is G5-C22 
J -1.00 '. Exte�itl clo;i�g pair is T(A21 
. Stack 
. Stack 
·Stack 
Stack 
Stack 
Helix 
' Hairpin loop 
! External closing pair is T7-A20 
1 - 1 . 8 4  '.  E�t��al closing p�r is G8-C19 
I . 
-7.18 , 6 base pairs. 
' . . 
I 3.50 !  Closing pair is G9-C18 
Table 3 f (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for G 11  C ·  
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G 11 C - Structure 2 
L\G
0 
'" -3.20 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
AH0 -62.30 kcal/mo! 
�s
0 
= -190.5 cal/ (K ·mo!) 
Tm= 53.7 °C assuming a 2 state model 
T - A  
/  '-.  T  T  
I  \  
c  T  
\  I  
/ A  G  
" , °"' / G  -- G 
-···-·-·· - ---·--- --,-·-·--··-----  
External loop 0.00 0 ss bases & I closing helices. 
------------·----�---,----- : Stack -2.24 External closing pair is G1-C25 
... --·- ·-·--··· ··-·------- 
Information 
--··-- · .. ····--- 
liG 
, -1.44 ' External closing pair is G5 -C22 
i-1.00 -Extemal closing pair is T6-A21 
' . 
: -- ·r·------- - --·--- ------ 
j-2.24 : 2 base pairs. 
r· 2:12 �E�te�zj�1�;1�;-;� i-�c2-024- 
-1.45 ; External closing pair is ·r'-A23 · Stack 
'Stack 
Helix 
· Bulge loop 
· Stack 
' Structural element 
20 
3' 
G -  C  
I  I  
T  -- A 
I I 
T -· A 
I I 
G-- C 
I  
T - A  
I  I  
\  I  
C - G  
I  I  
[,' ---.c". li.oiTc c - 
'Stack 
. Stack 
Helix 
1 -1 .45 External closing pair is T7-A20 
-1.84 : External closing pair is G8-C19 
--- - --·- --·- ··- - ---r--------- - 
Hairpin loop : 3.5(} . Closing pair is G9-C18 
Table 3 f (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for G 1 i C 
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A14G- GCATGTTGGAGTTgTTGCCAACAGC - Structure 1 
AG0 0= -4.14 kcal/mo! at 37 °C AH0 -49.50 kcal/mo! �So= -146.2 cal/ (K mo!) Tm= 65.3 °C assuming a 2 state model 
_.,,, T � g ......._  
T  T  
I  \  
G  '  
i  
G - C  
I  
G  -·-- C - A - T -- A - - G -  C 
I 
: -1.44 . External closing pair is G5-C22 
' ' 
: -1.00 ; External closing pair is T6-A21 Stack 
Stack 
Stack 
�---·····-·--·------··- ····---- ---···---. -···--·- ' -1.45 : External closing pair is T7 -A20 
, -  ·"·----···---·-'"""' --. ----·------------- -�--- 
! Structural element ! 6G i Information 
' 
·----r-----, ·----·--- 
i External loop j-0.46 i 5 ss bases & I closing helices. 
I Stack . -1.45 i&;-�o-;i�;;iri; is t'-A.23- 
,. 
T - A  
,.,.,  ....  �  A  G  
""' // G - C  
I  
G - C  
I  
T - - A -  20  
10 
5' 
- "" ----- �-----·-- ••• -C- 
i Stack ;-1.84 External closing pair is G8-C19 
r-- ·--·--·--· · . .. I 
I Helix : -7.18 ! 6 base pairs. I 
[ Hairpin loop ........ - . r-' 3.50 .Closing pair i� -C18 ......... .J 
Table 3 g (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for Al4G 
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A14G - Structure 2 
t:,.G0 = -3 .20 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
�Ho -62.30 kcal/mo! 
!:,.Sc= -190.5 cali (K·mol) 
Tm 00 53.7 °C assuming a 2 state model 
......- r - g ,  
T  T  
I  \  
G  T  
I  I  
_,  A  G  
, 0 /  - ,  /' 
(.,! -- c 
! 
G-- C 
I  I  
T - - - A · - -  20  
i  I  
T  -- A 
I I 
G-- C 
I  
T - A  
I  
A  
I  
C-- G 
!  
... --;u-J;....-«j c ----- :r 
- ---- --- .. -, 
Information 
··--�---------- - --------- 
0.00 0 ss bases & 1 closing helices . 
..... -- - ----- ---�---- - --- ------------- 
Stack -2.24 I External closing pair is G1-C25 
Helix ;-2.24 2 base pairs. 
IBcl;e loo;- ---r 2.72-jExternal closing pair is C2-G24 
I ' 
r-- . --�-------· -----------· - --· ·----- ·-- ---- 
! Stack : -1.45 External closing pair is r-A23 
I --- - --- ---·-- ------' - ---r·----- ------- -=-- 
I Stack -1.44 I External closing pair is 05 -C22 
j Stack . -1.00 [E�;���j�;i;;;;� ;;·T6�A.21 
Stack , -1.45 External closing pair is T7-A 20 
I ------ -----------'- 
! Stack -1.84 [External closing pair is G8-C19 
r ··· 
Helix ' - 7.18 J  6 base pairs. 
---·----- - - ' ---r,:;:-···---- ------------- -- 
Hairpin loop 3 .50 I Closing pair is 09-C 18 
Table 3 g (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for Al4G 
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DM- GCATGcTcGAGTTATTGCCAACAGC-Structure 1 
�G0 = -0.35 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
AH0 - 17 . 10  kcal/mo! 
�s
0 
= -:,4 cal/ (K'rnol) 
Tm= 43.4 °C assuming a 2 state model 
s �G 
I 
c 
I 
A 
I 
T 
I 
G 
I 
c 
I 
T 
I 
c 
I 
G 
I 
10--A 
I  
G 
i  
T 
I  
T 
I  
A 
I  
T  
+ , 20 
1  ,,.,.,,.c ..... A 
G--C I 
I I A 
0-·G. I 
I  --.,____  A - c 
3' dG--0.3:'ILW 
· External loop 
Stack 
Helix 
· Hairpin loop 
Information 
-0.61 16 ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
/-2.24 . External �losing pair is G17-C25 
: 2 base pairs. 
. -···· 
2.50 Closing pair is C18-G24 
I 
. Structural element [ oG 
Table 3 h (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for DM 
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OM - Structure 2 
: Stack ; - L O O  :  External closing pair is T12-A21 
' - - -- - 
Helix ! -2.44 ; 3 base pairs. 
Information 
I 3.60 , Closing pair is T13-A20 
-----·-----··---·- ,--- -·,-- ---·------·-·--- , 
! - 1 . 4 0  1 3  ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
r - --- ' - - - . · - -  -  -  -  - -  . . . .  · -  -  -- 
l - 1 . 4 4  ;  External closing pair is G11-C22 
: Structural element ! sc 
: External loop 
i Stack 
I Hairpin loop 
c 
I 
T 
I 
c 
I 
G 
I 
10 -A A - T  
I  /  '  
G - T - T  T  
I  I  I  I  
C - A - A  G  
I  I "  I  A  c - C  
I  "'  
G  
I  
3' - -c «!•·UHM 
AG0 = -0.24 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
l'.H
0 -28.50 kcal/mo! 
AS0 = - 9 1 .  l  cal/ (K·mol) 
T m =  39.6 °C assuming a 2 state model 
s· - G  
I  
c 
I  
A 
I  
T  
I  
G  
I  
Table 3 h (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for DM 
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Dl\,I - Structure 3 
!>..G0 = 0.10 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
�Ho -21.30 kcal/mo! 
�s0 = -75.4 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 35.6 °C assuming a 2 state model 
20 - --A 
I  
A 
I  
c 
i  
A 
I  
G 
I  
3' -c 
I  Structural ele�ent · sc 
I 
Information 
r- ----- -··-----i-----·-----·- --- 
I External loop -0.31 1 7  ss bases & I closing helices. 
I ' 
!"stack . .. : -2.241 External closing pair is G1-C18 
I Stack ---·-1.451 External clo;ing p�r is C2-G17 
Helix -3 .69 1 3  base �;.;;�. 
Hairpin loop 
--·······,- ·-·-·---- --· 
4.10 i  Closing pair is A'�T16 
I 
Table 3 h (iii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for DM 
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DM - Structure 4 
l\G
0 
= 0.18 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
�H0 -39.20 kcal/mo! 
t.s
0 
= -126.9 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 35.5 °C assuming a 2 state model 
5' --- G 
c 
A 
. .  
3  .15 i  External closing pair is T 7 -A 23 
! External closing pair is G 11 -C22 
I - L O O  i  E�t��al closin� �air is T12-A21 
' . 
·· [-1.2s [Exte�closing·p� is c6-G24. 
1-3.52 13 base pairs. Helix 
· Bulge loop 
I Stack 
· Stack 
[ Stack 
I 
I ·······-------·-----IJ·----,- .  ·------- ···-· 
[ Structural element 
1 
6G : Information 
I .. 
! External loop ! -0.61 1 4  ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
, Stack -2.24 External closing pair is G5 -C25 
I 
A - T  
I  I  
2C  - - A - T  
/ - ,  
C  A  
\  I  
G  T  
<, / 
,,,,_..,.,1) - T 
c 
,,// <, G 
G - - c - - T  \  
A -  10 
C - G - A ......_  I  
C - G  
T  
!  
,. 
Helix 
Hairpin loop 
-2.44 3 base pairs. 
f 3.60 . Closing pair is T13-A20 
Table 3 h (iv): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for OM 
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DM - Structure 5 
i1G0 = 0.24 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
dHli -22:60 kcal/mo! 
AS0 � -73.6 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 33.7 °C assuming a 2 state model 
10 
I T _.... c - G ,  /  
�  I \ 
G - c  G  
I  I  I  
C-- G T 
I  \  /  
� T __ r - A ,,...-  
20  - A 
I  
A 
I  
c 
I  
A 
I  
G 
I  
3' --� C 
. St�ctural eleme�t I 6G Information 
· External loop 11  ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
Stack · 1-2.24 External closing pair is G5 -C18 
----  11efu 1-2.24 -2-b��;�1�--  
, . 
Hairpin loop I 3.40 Closing pair is c(G17 
I 
Table 3 h (v): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for DM 
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5' -G 
I  
c 
I  
A 
TM - GCATGcTcGAGTTATTGCCcACAGC-Structurc 1 
AG0 = -0.35 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
AH0 -17.1 O kcal/mo! 
AS0 = -54 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 43.4 °C assuming a 2 state model 
Information 
· -2.24 I 2 base pairs. Helix 
Structural element , 6G ; 
I 
f Hairpin loop · 2.50 i Closing pair is C18 -024 
I 
: External loop . -0.61 : 16 ss bases & 1 closing helices. 
!Stack . -2.24 1 External closing pair is 017 -C25 
' 
' 
Table 3 i (i): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions 
for TM 
i 
A 
I T 
' I 
G 
I 
c 
I 
T 
I 
c 
I 
G 
I 
10 --·A 
I 
G 
i 
T 
I 
T 
I 
A 
I 
T 
I 20 
T 
I /C-c/ 
G-C I 
I I A 
C-G I 
I  ------ A � C  
5' -G 
I 
c 
3' dG- 03!J1M 
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TM - Structure 2 
AG0 = 0.10 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
AH0 -23.30 kcal/mo! 
AS0 = -75.4 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 35.6 °C assuming a 2 state model 
r { -·- r' 
I Structural element i sc I Information 
External loop [ -0.31 1 7  ss bases & 1 clos-in-g-he-1-ices. 
! si�ck : �2.241 External cl�sing pair is e,i_C18 
G - e -.  
f>' T..,.. T -, 
I  I \ 
G - C - A  G  
I  I  I  i  
C - G - T  A-- 
I \ I to 
C T /G 
I ' A - T - - T  
20  ---c 
I 
A 
I 
c 
I 
A 
I 
G 
I 
3' ··- C 
...,.o.,olll 
J Stack-- :-1.45 J  External closing pair is C2-G17 
[ Helix ! - 3 : 6 9  i 3 base pairs. 
rl H-ru-.rp-in-lo_o_p l4.10 I  Closing pair is A3 -T16 
Table 3 i (ii): The Mfold thermodynamics 
predictions for TM 
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TM - Structure 3 
AG0 = 0.24 kcal/mo! at 37 °C AH0 -22.60 kcal/mo! 
ti.s0 = -73.6 cal/ (K mo!) 
Tm = 33.7 °C assuming a 2 state model 
s· - G  
!  
c 
i  
A  
T _ c  - G ,  // 
I A 
I \ 
G - c  G  
I  I  I  
C - · G  T  
I  \  /  
C  T  /  
I  - · T - t.  
eo  ---c 
I 
A 
I 
G 
A 
I 
G 
I 
,. -c 
dU��TII 
10 
r·�· - - -· ·---- ----- :---- - -· --- ·--, --�--- -- --··-- - . ·-· - .. --·---- 
I Structural element : 6G : Information 
,------------- ·---- 
I External loop -0.92 · 11  ss bases & 1 closing helices . 
. ·- -- ---------·- - -- ·-------  Stack -2.24 . External closing pair is G5-C18 
' 
' 
T 
I I •. 
I Hairpin loop • -2.24 2 base pairs. jl : 3.40 Closing pair is c6-G17 Helix 
Table 3 i (iii): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for TM 
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TM - Structure 4 
tiG0 = 037 kcal/mo! at 37 °C 
t,.H0 -23.00 kcal/mo! 
t,.S0 = -75.3 cal/ (K·mol) 
Tm= 32 °C assuming a 2 state model 
' 
' G 
10 
\ 
c 
i I 
-�-A c �-�� 
I / eo 
G A 
'\ / 
c c 
"<, T - A /' 
I I 
c - G  
I  I  
G - C - A - T · - G - - C -  3· 
I 
5" 
r· - ····--·-·-- ---· - .... -- ····- . -··. --------·--·-··--·---  --·-·--- --  
I Structural element : oG Information 
. 
- ---- -- ------- ----···· 
Helix 
External loop 
!"stack 
1s;;k·--- 
-0.61 4 ss bases & I closing helices. 
:�2.241E�rnal closing pair i�-o5�c25 .. 
��28!External �lo�i;;� p�i� is-�6�024 
·------- ·-------·- -  ·------ - . -·----·-- -·-· 
-3.52 3 base pairs. 
----··- - -·--- - ·-r=---·-·····--·-···-···--· 
! Hairpin loop ' 4.50 I Closing pair is T7-A23 
Table 3 i (iv): The Mfold thermodynamics predictions for TM 
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